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Charlie knew very well that if he only hoped that Jiu Xuan Zai Zao Pills could cure cancer, he
would only need to refine a batch of Blood Rescue Heart Pill, and then let Liam use corn
starch to dilute it at a ratio of one-thousandth of the effective ingredients. That’s it.
Corn starch itself is the most commonly used diluent in the pharmaceutical field. In western
medicine tablets, the effective ingredient of one medicine is sometimes less than one gram,
and the rest is almost entirely made of corn starch as an auxiliary material, which is safe and
non-toxic, without any side effects. .
And if this is the case, there is no need to register any patents for the prescription.
After all, the medicinal effect of Sanxue Jiuxin Pill relies on the tempering and sublimation of
aura. If there is no aura tempering, its medicinal power is completely on the same level as
that of ordinary medicines like Liuwei Dihuang Pills and Niuhuang Jiedu Pills.
Even if the top pharmaceutical companies use the most advanced equipment to study its
ingredients, it is impossible to make any breakthroughs in production, and it is impossible
for the efficacy of the medicine to reach the level of Sanxue Save Heart Pill.
However, Charlie felt that any cancer patient, no matter what cancer he had, would
definitely face the same dilemma, that is, a sharp decline in physical fitness.

Many patients with advanced cancer are not only skinny, but also very difficult to walk and
talk.
The reason is that the vitality and nutrition of the body are almost squeezed out by cancer
cells.
Some severely ill patients are even so poor that they cannot receive chemotherapy or
surgery at all.

If cancer cells can be controlled, while improving the patient’s physical fitness and
replenishing vital energy, the effect of the treatment will naturally be twice the result with
half the effort.

Therefore, Charlie decided to find a better Qi-invigorating prescription from the “Nine
Profound Sky Classics”.
At that time, use this Qi-invigorating prescription as a diluent for Sanxue Jiuxin Pill.
However, there are too many prescriptions for tonic in the “Nine Profound Sky Classics”.
Charlie searched in his mind for a long time, finally let him find a most suitable prescription.
This prescription is called Gujin Xunming San, which was a secret that was not passed down
by the royal family back then.
It has a very good nourishing effect on patients with weak qi and blood. It is an ancient
medicine specially used by ancient imperial physicians to replenish vital energy for patients
with insufficient qi and blood. The effect is very good.
So, after eating, Charlie wrote the prescriptions of Gujin Sustaining Life Powder and Jiuxuan
Liver Protecting Tablets to Liam.
After Liam got the prescription, he immediately began to apply for a patent, and at the
same time, he planned to organize a highly confidential team to conduct drug trial
production.
Charlie told him: “Gujin Xunming San must be boiled into medicinal soup, and then the
medicinal soup must be air-dried and prepared into medicinal powder. After the medicinal
powder is made, it will be sent to me to the Champs Elysian Hot Spring Villa. The powder is
made into Jiu Xuan Zai Zao Pills.”
After that, Charlie said again: “After Jiu Xuan Zai Zao Wan is made, you take it to the United
States as soon as possible. You must find a way to meet the person who is directly
responsible for the approval of drug import and hand over Jiu Xuan Zai Zao Wan to the
other party. In hand, if the other party still doesn’t buy oil and salt, just give it to him. If
other drugs from Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical are not allowed to enter the U.S. market
smoothly, then Jiu Xuan Zaizao Pills will completely abandon the U.S. market.”
Liam hurriedly asked: “Master Wade, if they agree to give Jiu Xuan Zai Zao Pills the green
light in exchange for Jiu Xuan Zai Zao Pills to be listed in the United States, what should we
do? After all, like you said, Jiu Xuan Zai Zao Pills are also difficult Realize mass production in
the true sense…”

Charlie smiled and said: “Don’t worry about this. We will say that our production process is
very tedious and complicated, and we have not been able to find a breakthrough point, so
we cannot achieve mass production. By then, we will give them hundreds of boxes every
year. They can’t say anything if they want to come.”

